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Abstract— Industrial automation is essential for ensuring safety, reduction in human resources and optimized time 
consumption. In this paper a prototype of industrial automation which comprises Stamping unit, pick & place unit and drilling 
unit using PLC [Programmable Logic Controllers] have been discussed. The prototype model is developed using PLC ladder 
logic and the real time interface is being done in the Indra logic L20 PLC to automate this process. 

Index Terms— Programmable logic controller; Ladder logic; 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A solid-state digital industrial computer, which provides 
incoming control signal using some control devices like limit 
switches, push buttons, photoelectric or proximity sensors to 
the unit. PLCs are easily programmable and have easily 
understandable programming language. Hence, they are 
preferred for controlling the processes of industry as it also 
occupies less space. In this paper a prototype model of an 
industry, which could perform stamping and drilling process, 
have been developed. The integrated model of these 
processes using three units namely stamping unit, drilling 
unit and pick & place unit is developed using PLC ladder logic 
and the real time interfacing is done using IndraLogic L20 PLC 
for automating the model 

II. PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION
Prototype model of an industry, which performs three 
functions such as stamping, positioning, and drilling, is 
constructed by using various components. The mechanical 
components include conveyor system, solenoid valve, 
pneumatic system, and double acting cylinders. The electrical 
components include geared DC motors, panel box, relays and 
transformers. The electronic components include diodes, 
capacitors and voltage regulators. Sensors are used for 
sensing the position of the object and controlling the 
processes regarding the sensor signal. 

A. Conveyor system 
A conveyor system is a kind of mechanical handling 
equipment that is used for conveying materials or goods from 
one place to another. The system consists of conveyor belt 
and a driving motor for controlling the motion of the 

conveyor belt. The belt comprises of one or many layers of 
materials. Usually two layered belts are used in which lower 
layer is called carcass that provides linear strength and the 
upper layer is called cover. 

B. Solenoid valve 
Solenoid valve is a electro mechanical device which produces 
magnetic field with the help of electric currents. The strength 
of magnetic field is used to provide controlling mechanism 
for the opening of air in the valve. 
A 5/2-way directional solenoid valve consists of five ports and 
two-flow position. The flow of air through these ports 
provides functions like retraction and extension of double 
acting cylinders. 

C. Pneumatic system 
A pneumatic system contains compressed air as a driving 
fluid, which provides power for accomplishing useful work.  

Fig.1. Components of Pneumatic system 

An example of a Pneumatic system is shown in the Fig.1. Air 
compressor is used to increase the pressure of the air, which 
is sucked from atmosphere. The rise in air pressure results in 
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increase in temperature, which is cooled using an air cooler 
along with some primary treatment for removal of moisture. 
The treated pressurized air is stored in a storage reservoir to 
maintain constant pressure. With the storage reservoir, a 
pressure switch is fixed to start and stop the electric motor 
when pressure level falls and reaches the required optimum 
level, respectively. 

D. Double acting cylinder 
Double acting cylinder contains two ports, one is used for 
extension, and another is used for retraction. These functions 
are performed by the flow of compressed air through the 
ports. Stroke length for these cylinders is not fixed and can be 
varied depending upon required calculations. 

E. DC gear motor 
A geared DC Motor is a DC motor, which is coupled to a gear 
assembly. The gear assembly is used to increase the torque 
and to reduce the speed using the correct combination of 
gears in a gear motor. Geared motors of speed 60 rpm 
(stamping and drilling unit) and 100 rpm (pick & place unit) 
have been used. 

F. Inductive Proximity sensor 

Inductive sensors in the form of inductive proximity switches, 
also known as initiators, are widely used in automation and 
the process industry. They work without physical contact and 
feedback. Due to their enclosed design they are very resistant 
to environmental influences and distinguish themselves by 
high reliability. These sensors are contactless and thus allow 
for high switching frequencies with high life cycle. 

III. POWER SUPPLY DESIGN

In most of our electronic products or projects, we need a 
power supply for converting mains AC voltage to a regulated 
DC voltage. For designing a power supply each and every 
component is essential. Since the careful choosing of the 
components will lead to noiseless power supply by 
developing a good filter circuit. The power supply design is 
shown in the Fig.2. 

Fig.2. Power supply circuit 

IV. PLC SYSTEM
PLC system consists of Power supply, Control processing unit, 
Digital input/output module, Analog input/output module 
and Interface module. The power supply is connected to the 
input and output module through relay connection as shown 
in the Fig.3. 

Fig.3. Circuit diagram 

A.PLC Programming 

The ladder programming is one of the basic forms of 
programming commonly used with PLCs. There are two 
vertical lines in the ladder diagram. These lines represent the 
power rails. Circuits are connected between these two 
vertical lines as horizontal lines called as rungs. Rungs are 
sometimes called as networks. A network may have several 
control elements but have only one output coil. While 
drawing the circuit line for a rung, input should always 
precede outputs. On each line, there should be one output. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

Object placed on the stamping unit is stamped with the help 
of three pneumatic cylinders and the mobility of conveyor is 
done with 12 V geared DC motor. The stamped object is then 
placed on the drilling unit by the working of three pneumatic 
cylinders and a 12V geared DC motor. The working of DC 
geared motor is controlled by sensors placed at front and 
rear part of pick and place unit. The placed object is drilled 
with the help of three pneumatic cylinders and the conveyor 
is rotated through a 12V geared DC motor. The motion of 
conveyor belts of stamping and drilling units are controlled 
using sensors, which are placed at front and rear portions of 
each unit. 

VI. CONCLUSION

The project will ensure good quality, time consumption, 
safety and accurate stamping and drilling process in 
automation industries. This system will reduce the human 
effort and enables perfect stamping and drilling without any 
wastage of materials. 
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